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A Mailing List Manager Primer
A mailing list manager is a tool that helps people talk to one another over the Internet
using email. This Guide explains how mailing list managers work, why they’re important and
how to choose the right system for your application. To begin, sending email over the Internet
is analogous to mailing a letter using the postal system.

If you write a letter, address it and put it in a post office box, the postal system takes
over the mail delivery process. The system makes sure your letter is delivered to the right
address in a reasonable amount of time.

With the introduction of computers, networks and the Internet, you can now use email
to send personal messages to a specific person. It’s just as personal but much faster. The role of
the post office is handled by mail servers and the postal system by the Internet.

To send multiple personalized email messages, you can key them in to your email client
application and send them one by one. That’s a simple enough job for any email application
you may have on your desktop.
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And it’s OK for a few messages, but for 100s or 1000s, you probably don’t have the time
or patience to rekey a personal message to everyone. So you send a generic message.

To accomplish this task on the Internet, you use a list server or a mailing list manager.
Then you can send 100s or 1000s of copies of the same message to a list of email addresses.
Although the message may be standardized, the effort required is much less and the process is
very efficient.
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In fact, without mailing list manager servers, some seemingly simple tasks become very
difficult.
Maintaining the list, for example. Keying in one or two addresses isn’t too bad, but
hundreds a day can be a full-time job. A list server can help manage this task automatically.
Removing people from a list, correcting bad email addresses that are returned from the Internet
to you as undeliverable (or bounced), and making sure that replies to your messages get to the
right place are other processes that are handled by the mailing list manager. And speed is also a
consideration. A powerful mailing list manager can send email to a list much faster than you
can one-by-one using your email application.
The list server, then, delivers the email, makes it easy to get on and off a list, and
manages bad addresses. It is an ideal solution for many applications, as you’ll see later.
The major difficulty is that to gain efficiency, you lose the personal, one-on-one
interaction. You find yourself writing Dear Friend, or Greetings, or Hello instead of Dear Alice
or Hello Alan.
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To get back to the personal, one-on-one conversation you want to have with your
hundreds or thousands of customers, shareholders, or association members, you need
something more than a standard list server.
The list server, for all its power, only deals with email addresses. You need a list server
that also can work with names, interests, demographic information, purchasing habits and
other important information. This kind of list server is integrated with a database of information. With a database-enabled list server, you can address someone by name by merging their
name field in with your email message.
Database-driven mailing list managers help you maintain one-on-one communications,
just like writing a personal letter to a specific person, but with the speed and power to talk to
thousands of people at once. These devices also allow you to target specific groups of people,
by selecting a “list” based upon data in your database.
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Using Email and Mailing List Managers
Email lists and mailing list managers can cut the unit cost of a $2-per-piece direct
mailing to $0.001 or less, replace the company newsletter with a low-cost alternative,
eliminate the interoffice memo and even reduce group teleconferences.
With the pervasiveness of the Internet, local area networks and email, mailing list
managers can help disseminate information far more quickly and inexpensively than any other
comparable technique. Just like sending private email from one person to another, an MLM can
send the same message to hundreds, or hundreds of thousands of people immediately.
This method of targeted mass communications makes sense for your customers, your
website visitors, your prospects, your investors, your office colleagues, your church group and
even your golfing buddies. Better still, email’s combination of speed and ease of use actively
encourages people to talk with each other. Mailing lists don’t merely enable interaction, they
encourage it.
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Discussion vs. Announcements
There are two basic kinds of lists: announcement and discussion.
An announcement list is sent from a single source to multiple recipients with responses
directed back to the sender. This type of list has a one-to-many and many-to-one structure and
is used for email marketing, customer communications, e-commerce, on-line newsletters, new
product releases, e-zines, fan communications and other marketing, information and notification tasks. An announcement list will normally have one or more people designated as list
managers and allowed to post announcements to the list. Responses from subscribers to the
list may be sent to the list manager or directed to another email address.
In contrast, a discussion list is one on which messages to and from members are seen by
all. Each person can respond to each other, send messages to the list and engage in conversations. These lists have a many-to-many structure and are used in office work groups, personal
interest or hobby groups, professional association groups and similar groups. Once the list is
established, all members have the ability to post to the list.
Discussion lists typically have far more traffic than comparably-sized announcement
lists, and a robust MLM will be a requirement.

A discussion list using a list server.
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Moderated vs. Unmoderated Lists
Discussion lists, where everyone is encouraged to talk to one another, come in two basic
varieties: moderated and unmoderated. A moderated list is one in which all messages must be
approved by the list maintainer (also known as the list owner). Messages go first to the list
owner, and then, on approval, are forwarded to the list membership.
With an unmoderated list, all messages go directly to the membership, without being
checked for relevancy. For open conversations, unmoderated lists make sense. They also are the
most popular kind of discussion list.
This is due, in part, because moderated lists take much more time to administer. When
every message has to be individually approved, the list manager needs lots of free time or list
traffic volume will sink to the floor. For some people, moderated announcement lists work
well. With someone always in control of what’s seen and unseen, a moderated mailing list is
best used for low-volume, sharply focused mailing lists.

Closed vs. Public Lists
Announcement and discussion lists can be either closed or open.
A closed list has a restricted membership. For example, a manufacturer would restrict a
list to customers who own a certain product, or an association would make its on-line
newsletter available to members only.
A public list is available to anyone who chooses to subscribe. Lists that offer product
information from a website, fan lists for baseball teams or musicians, newsletters that address
the needs of an interest groups all would be public lists. Public lists can also have restricted
memberships. Here, the list owner has to approve any prospective list member.

Creating an open discussion list with UnityMail.
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Using Email Lists — Direct Marketing
Announcement lists make a good direct marketing tool.
Direct email marketing has the same goals and uses the same methods as postal mail
direct marketing. The key differences are in speed (email marketing is much faster), cost (email
marketing is much cheaper) and how the audience expects to be treated. Postal bulk mail in the
form of catalogs, credit card offers or supermarket sales arrives at most homes daily and has a
place (even if grudgingly granted) in the lives of the recipients. Its cost for delivery is also
borne by the sender.
Email direct mail, because its delivery costs are paid by the recipient and his or her
Internet service provider, and because it takes time to download, review and delete, must
depend on the willingness of the recipient to receive it. If someone comes to your site and
signs up for news on your consulting service, he or she will expect and welcome the news when
you send it. Sending the same announcement indiscriminately to everyone whose email address
you can find will not be welcome. It will be Spam—the indiscriminate, unsolicited bulk
delivery of email.
Effective email marketing also depends on being able to target your message, personalize the email and measure the results. While you could use a standard MLM for direct
marketing purposes, they don’t keep or give you enough information about your list members
and its results. In this case, a database-driven MLM like Revnet’s UnityMail
(www.unitymail.com) is the best choice.

Building an email campaign for a future product
announcement.
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Using Email Lists —Customer Communications
Mailing lists are great for keeping in touch with customers. Rather than spending
thousands of dollars on printing and postage when you announce a new product or a special
offer, simply send email. No fuss, no extra costs.
Your customers will appreciate it. With email, there’s almost no delay between sending
the message and its receipt, and you can deliver links to special websites in the body of the
email message. If you’re using UnityMail or Revnet Express, you can even embed coded web
addresses in your email updates. Then, when a customer clicks on the message, the
clickthrough is measured and tracked so you can send a follow-up message to those who
visited the site.
Customer support is also easier with email lists. If a customer discovers a problem that
may cause trouble for others, you can simply send out a single message to everyone on the
mailing list, rather than wait for each customer to contact you in turn with the same problem.

Using Email Lists —Marketing
MLMs offer a great way of getting not just your message, but your brand, in front of
people on a regular basis. For example, a newsletter filled with information that your
customers can use gets your name in front of potential customers again and again.
The key is to have a message that people will want to see. A simple ad won’t do it, but if
you give the right people real content, they’ll read it, and slowly but surely, they’ll start
remembering your brand in conjunction with good advice.

Using Email Lists —On-line Sales
Amazon.com, the highly-successful on-line book dealer, automatically lets its
customers know via an MLM when their order has been shipped. They also notify customers of
similar books that may be of interest, making it easy and convenient for them to make
additional purchases. Not only are the customers pleased, but this personal service touch gives
them more reason to think positively about the product and make them more inclined to do
business with Amazon again. You can do the same for your on-line sales.
Of course, an ordinary email-address-only list manager isn’t suited for this job. A
database-enabled MLM that is linked to a customer database is required. Then, all customers
who have purchased a certain product, or all those expressing an interest in a product, can be
notified and updated when the product becomes available. Amazon created their own in-house
system and Revnet’s UnityMail is a database-enabled list server that is available commercially.
UnityMail can pull information from Open DataBase Connect (ODBC) databases such as
Oracle and SQL.
Another approach benefits the individual sales person and uses the contact information
in organizer files and databases to make targeted mailing lists. A Windows-base program like
MailKing (www.mailking.com) directly reads information from contact databases, spreadsheets, and address books to its built-in database. Then, you can filter the list by any
characteristic and send a personalized message to your list.
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Using Email Lists – Internal Communications
A major stumbling block in any office process is a breakdown in the flow of communication. The misplaced memo, the forgotten meeting, even being accidentally forgotten in an
email loop—all of these can cause delays in your work schedule. With mailing lists, this can
be avoided. Every message is immediately transmitted to every member of your work group or
office who is on the list. There are no paper copies to be lost, and no one is left out of the loop.
Moreover, mailing lists facilitate group discussion. Rather than calling a meeting every
time someone needs feedback on an idea, group members can post their thoughts and reactions
to the list. Everyone can respond with their comments at leisure. An ongoing discussion can
take place even while other work is being done (rather than only during long meetings).
Unlike other forms of communication, lists are not time dependent. People contribute
their ideas when they’re at their best, and not when a meeting coordinator demands their
attention.

A sample of HTML email used for customer
communications.
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What Mailing List Managers Do
At the most basic level, mailing list manager software controls the distribution of
messages to list members. A message to the list is processed by the server and forwarded to all
list members. The MLM is responsible for the day-to-day workings of a mailing list. It
controls who is on the list, when and how messages are sent, and the availability of the list to
the public.
Smart MLMs add to this by including other mechanisms. Bookkeeping jobs, such as
bounce management, are critical. List managers can be overwhelmed by email that is continuously returned because of a bad address or a slowdown somewhere on the Internet. Good MLMs
can also be instructed to refuse to accept a subscription request from someone until they send
an acknowledgment confirming that they do indeed want to be on the list.
The list server can perform other functions as well. It can act as an archive for information, keeping copies of all messages sent to a specific list. This archive can be used either
strictly as a “paper trail” (for instance, on a product development list, to keep an accurate
timetable of when ideas were recommended), or as a reference library which can be accessed
later.
More advanced MLMs also include reporting tools for analyzing message activity, from
how many people on the list actually got the message to how many responses a given message
received.

The bounced email management screen used by Revnet’s
UnityMail. The MLM provides tools for removing, editing
or revalidating undeliverable email addresses. Use of this
and similar tools protects the list manager’s email inbox
from being cluttered with hundreds or thousands of
bounced email notices.
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Other forms of on-line communications—chat, groupware, Usenet
Mailing lists are not the only method of carrying on conversations via computer. Other
popular methods include on-line chat, Web-based groupware conversation and Usenet news.
Each method has its good and bad points.
On-line chat, popularized on America Online, occurs in normal time. Everyone gets each
message at the same time, and can immediately respond. It’s like an on-line meeting with
keyboards and everybody has to be there, logged on, at the same time. Chat is great for meeting
and getting to know people, sharing ideas, and for on-line meetings. Chat requires special
client software, such as the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) client logged into an IRC server.
Programs, like America Online’s Instant Messenger avoid the latter problem, but require that
everyone using it have the identical client software. Chat exchanges immediacy for thoughtful
conversation. Few people are capable of their best writing efforts when writing on the fly.
Traditional groupware, such as Novell’s GroupWise, is great for coordinating schedules,
arranging meetings and exchanging messages. It is best suited for internal corporate users who
all share the same software. Web-based groupware, such as O’Reilly and Associates’ WebBoard
and Lundeen & Associates’ Web Crossing help reduce the problem of user expense. Most
modern Web browsers can handle these Web conferencing programs, though some require
ActiveX or Java components that are not supported by all Web browsers. Many firewalls will
also block links to these systems.
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Usenet news is similar to a bulletin board. You can post a note, and wait for others to
read it and reply. Unlike a mailing list message, however, a news posting is not immediately
delivered to the user’s mailbox. Usenet readers are popular if not quite as common as email
programs. With Usenet, everyone in the world, generally speaking, can read and comment on
your messages.

Choosing a Mailing List Manager
Now that you understand the benefits and common uses of MLMs, how do you select
the right tools for your needs? We’ll address the key features to look for in each of the three
categories of MLM product.

Personal MLMs
These are the inexpensive, desktop or laptop products that run on your PC and use your
personal contact data. For this class of product, you should look for:
■ Simple, intuitive interface.
■ Compatibility with Windows 95, Windows98 (or NT) – look for products that have been
certified for compatibility by Microsoft and bear the Designed for Windows logo.
■ Compatibility with Microsoft Office – if you use Office, again, look for the logo which
ensures compatibility.
■ Ability to open multiple data sources – Access, text files, spreadsheets (Excel, Lotus),
Dbase, and the popular Personal Information Managers (ACT!, Goldmine).
■ Ability to easily connect to a standard ISP dial-up connection for sending email from the
road.
■ Ability to create multiple lists based upon data in your database – e.g., your customers in
California.
A good example of a full-featured and affordable personal MLM is Revnet’s MailKing product
(www.mailking.com).

Creating a personalized message with MailKing 2.0
using the email merge tools built into the product.
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Basic MLMs (list servers)
These are the widely used products that run on a server with full-time connection to the
Internet, commonly called “list servers”. Important features include:
■ Ease-of-use – most traditional list server products, developed in the 1980s, utilize a cryptic,
command-line driven interface. These older products are notoriously difficult to setup and
maintain and normally require an expert system administrator to manage the lists. Modern
MLMs use an intuitive, graphical user-interface that can be easily operated by nontechnical
personnel.
■ Web-enabled for remote access – a key benefit of the latest MLMs is a web-enabled user
interface which allows you to access your lists via the Internet from any web browser,
anywhere.
■ Bounce management and reporting – make sure your system will automatically handle
bounces and report to you which addresses are bad – or expect to spend many hours doing
manual list clean up.
■ Simple subscribe and unsubscribe operation – an essential feature, this will prevent you
from having to manually add or remove people from your lists. The best MLMs make use of
automatic links in each email message sent which user’s may click on to automatically
unsubscribe themselves.
■ Web site integration – if you intend to allow “opt-in” from your website, you’ll want a
product that can automatically build the web page code (HTML) that allows your subscribers to join your lists.
■ Email campaigning – this valuable feature allows you to pre-schedule a “campaign” of
email messages to be sent to the list at prescribed times. This allows you to do “hands off”
mailings – the system automatically delivers mail to the right people, at whatever time you
request delivery.
Revnet’s GroupMaster (www.groupmaster.com) is a powerful, web-enabled list server
that is ideally suited for users who want to create opt-in lists from their website, and includes
powerful campaigning capabilities.

GroupMaster provides an easy-to-use, browser-managed
interface for managing email lists.
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Advanced, Database-driven MLMs
The most powerful and sophisticated MLMs, these workhorses allow you to use data
from an external database to do highly targeted, personalized mailings to a specific group of
people. They differ from standard list servers in that it is not necessary to pre-define specific
lists that members are subscribed to – the “lists” are dynamically created, using specified data
criteria (a “query”), from all members in your database. For example, you can instantaneously
create a mailing to all of your customer who bought your product “A” within the past 90 days
and who are on your support program. These people do not belong to any list, but you can
select and send a targeted message to this specific group from your database.
For advanced email marketing and customer service applications, you should look for:
■ Direct database connectivity – access the data in YOUR database, rather than import to a
proprietary internal format used by the software vendor. If the system requires importing,
you have replicated your data, which requires double the storage space, and creates a serious
data integrity problem, since it will be difficult to keep the redundant data synchronized.
■ ODBC compliance – products which adhere to this industry standard allow you to access
your data from many different standard relational databases – such as Microsoft’s SQL
Server or Oracle.
■ Data filtering – you will need the ability to create simple filters or “rules”, based upon any
fields in your database, to define the specific group of people to whom the email will be
sent. Complex filters involving multiple fields will be necessary for targeted marketing
activities.
■ Form builder – if you expect to “capture” data using an opt-in form on your Website, you
will save many hours of programming if your product has an automatic form builder. A
good form builder will allow you to create a web form, using the attributes from your
database, and generate the HTML code for your website. This web form, once posted, should
allow site visitors to “register” at your site and/or join one or more lists – and this
information will be sent automatically to your database (with no programming required.)
■ Response Measurement – sophisticated Internet marketers use a technique which allows
them to embed specially encoded web addresses (URLs) within the email message. When a
subscriber clicks on the URL, he is directed to the website of interest. It is especially
valuable if the system can provide you with statistics on how many people, and which ones,
responded to your email by clicking on a specific URL and therefore viewed your website.
Revnet’s UnityMail (www.unitymail.com) is the first commercially available, database-driven
MLM that allows a company to connect a corporate database with a powerful list server.
UnityMail incorporates all of the advanced functionality described above.

A UnityMail web sign-up form used on the NewYork
Yankees website (www.yankees.com) to enroll members
into theYankee Fan Club.
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